Transportation Network Overview
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Advanced Safety Systems are being deployed in new Amazon branded vehicles
Workplace Health & Safety

Our Last Mile fleet is expanding to include BEV’s and other solutions to enhance safety and sustainability.


Last Mile Safety Technology

Rivian Electric Delivery Vehicle (EDV)

- Rivian EDV has advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS)

Automated Vehicle Inspection

- Automated Vehicle Inspection testing for enhanced defect detection and repair
Amazon is partnering with small business owners to promote safety, sustainability, and business success.

Seven Strong Trucking, LLC

Total Package Logistics, Inc.
Workplace Health & Safety

+ Amazon uses data from vehicles to identify key driver and vehicles risks

+ Inform safety technology adoption

+ To create programs to improve safe operations

  - Netradyne in-Cab Technology shown here
Amazon seeks out external data to guide road safety programs and risk mitigation efforts

Fatalities among all users have been increasing. Fatalities among pedestrians and bicyclists have been increasing even faster.

Amazon has leveraged NTSB and CVSA/FMCSA content to promote safe driving.

- Leveraging our large trailers when parked to remind of distracted driving messages. CVSA – Operations Safe Driver
- Aligning with and highlighting safety messaging targeting professional commercial drivers.
How can we partner with GHSA membership to enhance road, driver, and pedestrian safety?

Please submit ideas and feedback to kbernst@amazon.com
Thank you